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'Make Kent Wild' Gardens Attract More
Than Pollinators in Northeast Part of Kent
Inspired by Douglas W. Tallamy's book
Nature's Best Hope: A New Approach to
Conservation That Starts in Your Yard, the
KEC board decided to focus its educational
and advocacy efforts on habitat creation in
backyards and front gardens and on gardens
that include edibles for humans as part of the
landscape (e.g., fruit trees, nut trees, berry
bushes, vegetable patches).
In partnership with the Kent Parks and
Recreation Department, KEC gave away
packets of pollinator-friendly seeds and "Wild
Your Yard" signs on River Day at the
Haymaker Farmers’ Market. For inspiration,
we organized free garden tours of yards that
feature pollinator pockets and/or edible
landscapes.

KEC members Ann Ward (left) and Lorraine McCarty
at the garden tour information tent.

The tour was held on June 29 and featured eight gardens in the Northeast part of Kent, which
included the area bounded by Crain Avenue and Main Street and Walls Elementary School.
Garden features included greenhouses, ponds, a Celtic knot garden, food forests, fig trees
and chickens. Below are pictures of three stops on the tour. For more garden pictures, click
here .

Garden with a mixture of
perennials, edibles and
groundcover.

Food forest on a small lot.

Backyard greenhouse.

The response was wonderful, with roughly 80 visitors of all ages. Had we known that so many
people would be interested in seeing the gardens, we would have made the tour a little
longer than the scheduled 2 1/2 hours.
We would like to organize and offer tours in other neighborhoods. If you are interested in
being on a future tour, click here .
—Renee Ruchotze

The Case AGAINST Keeping Honeybees
Keeping honeybees at home. It’s “the thing to do”
these days. Many people have become concerned
about declining pollinator populations and have been
convinced that the way to fight back is to keep
honeybees—and you can have your honey and keep
your beehive, too. My wife, Beth, and I are moderately
experienced beekeepers, so here are some things we
consider before ordering a package of bees and some
thoughts about restoring pollinator populations that
are better—and cheaper—than DIY beekeeping.
First, if you’re keeping bees primarily for the honey, the honeybee (Apis mellifera) is what
you want because it’s the only species in North America that makes excessive amounts of
honey that can be harvested. The honeybee is a true social bee. That means it has one
queen who lays the eggs, while the other female bees do all the work of maintaining the
colony. There are male drones, but their purpose is just to mate with a virgin queen. They
don’t collect pollen, and they don’t help maintain the colony. As a completely social bee, the
honeybee has no “solitary phase” in its life cycle. The queen can live several years, while
male bees and other female bees live between several weeks to several months, depending
on the weather.
If you’re thinking about keeping honeybees: Go for the long haul—or not at all. Here are
some things to keep in mind:

1

Beekeeping Is Expensive

You’ll need to buy hives for your bee colonies (hives are the boxes that contain the colonies).
Each hive consists of, at a minimum, two deep brood chambers and, generally, one or two
supers (short for superstructures in beekeeping lingo) where (you hope) the bees will store
their honey. Each brood chamber will have least 10 frames with a foundation for the bees to
construct a comb; each super will have nine frames with a foundation. A complete hive
without bees costs around $400. Most folks encourage beginners to start with two hives.
You’ll also need some basic tools (cost: about $60) and protective clothing (cost: at least
$50). Now you’re ready to order a package of bees (cost: about $130) or a nuc (pronounced
nuke, and short for a nucleus of bees—five frames of bees plus a queen in a small five-frame
hive box. Nucs cost around $160 each. All told, you’re talking around $1,000 to get started.
Now that you’ve started, you officially have an apiary;” all apiaries in Ohio must be registered
with the Ohio Department of Agriculture each year and pay a fee of $5.

2 Beekeeping Is Time-Consuming
If you’re looking for a “set-and-forget” hobby, beekeeping isn’t it. You need to check your
bees for mites (Varroa destructor), parasites that latch onto bees and are vectors for
numerous viral diseases that can kill your bees in a number of ways. You need to check for
mites occasionally—but not too frequently. If you have a mite problem, you must treat the
colony to control the mite infestation or risk losing the colony.

3

Beekeeping Can Be Very Frustrating

You can grow your colony but then one day they swarm, with the queen bee taking about
half of the colony with her to find a new site. Even if you do everything right, you can still
lose your colony for any number of reasons, such as Colony Collapse Disorder, where the
bees just up and leave. Or they can die suddenly of a disease, some of which have not been
well studied.
Suppose everything has gone well and you have copious amounts of honey in the supers. At
appropriate times, you can collect the honey from the supers, which requires spinning it out
into a centrifugal extractor. These extractors are expensive (cost: $500-$1,800), so you’ll

need to work with other beekeepers who have the proper equipment and experience.

4

Beekeeping Is a Practiced Art and a Developing Science

This is NOT something you can learn from a book without additional help. You would be wise
to join the Portage County Beekeepers Association for $5 per year, attend the organization’s
meetings, make friends, and follow the advice of more experience beekeepers. That’s part of
what makes keeping honeybees enjoyable. But remember, you can get different advice from
different people, which can make make beekeeping frustrating.

5 Maybe Not Honeybees
Finally, honeybees are good generalist pollinators, but they are not the best choice in every
situation. For example:
They are useful commercially for pollinating field crops but not crops in greenhouses.
Honeybees cannot pollinate crops in the Solanaceae family (e.g., tomatoes, peppers).
Some crops (e.g., cherries, early apples) bloom before honeybees are fully active.
To top off this list of things to think about, some recent studies have shown that an
abundance of honeybees can outcompete native bees; therefore, keeping honeybees to help
address the problem of a decline in pollinators can be counterproductive. Or, as one recent
wag put it:
Keeping honey bees to address declining pollinator populations
is like keeping chickens to address declining bird populations.
Honeybee Alternatives
If you’re interested in aiding pollinators in general, there are other bees to keep that are
important for providing pollination services to your flowers and crops—and the cost to get
started is considerably less than it is for honeybees.
Blue orchard bees. Consider keeping blue orchard bees (Osmia
lignaria), or BOBs, for short. These bees are useful for pollinating
early crops such as cherries and early apples. BOBs overwinters in
cocoons, which you can buy and store in your refrigerator. When you
see the buds about to break on your flowers or crops, just take the
cocoons out of the fridge and let them come up to the outdoor
temperature (above 50 oF). The cocoons soon hatch, and the bees go
to work. The females are the pollinators as they build their solitary
nests in long, thin tubes. They are such good pollinators that they
have been rated to pollinate flowers 50 times faster than honeybees!
You can even buy tubes that are exactly the right length (greater
than six inches) and the right diameter to attract female BOBs to build their nests. Once
built, you can collect the cocoons and save them for next year. A small batch of cocoons costs
about $40, and the tubes cost about $25.
Bumblebees. You may also want to note that the best
pollinators in most situations are bumblebees. For example,
bumblebees:
pollinate many genera and species of flowers and
crops.
pollinate Solanaceae crops (e.g., tomatoes, peppers,
potatoes, eggplants).
work long days, from early sunup until dusk (most
bees work much shorter days).
have a long season that runs from late March through
mid-October.
can work at low temperatures and in moderately shady habitats.
can work in greenhouses (where honeybees become disoriented).
Despite being excellent pollinators, however, several species of bumblebees are in decline,

threatened by loss of habitat and overuse of pesticides. Much more can be and needs to be
said about keeping a place for bumblebees—and I’ll say it in another article. Please stay
tuned.
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Beware of Dame's Rocket
Dame’s rocket (Hesperis matronalis) is another invasive
Eurasian biennial (two-year life cycle) in the mustard family.
A close relative of garlic mustard, it may be sold in garden
centers. It is often included in wildflower mixes (although
NOT in the wildflower mix that KEC distributed this summer).
How to Identify Dame’s Rocket
Note loose clusters of attractive, fragrant pinkish-purple to
white four-petaled flowers on 2-foot to 4-foot stems. The
plant flowers from May to August and can produce seeds and
flowers on any flower cluster at the same time. Leaves are
slightly hairy and lance-shaped with toothed margins and are arranged alternately on the
stem. The first year, the plant appears on the ground as a rosette of basal leaves. The
second (or possibly third) year, a flowering stem appears with seed production, before the
plant dies.
Dame’s rocket often is confused with garden phlox (Phlox paniculate) because flower colors,
clustered blooms, and blooming period are similar. Note, however, that garden phlox has
flowers with five petals and opposite untoothed leaves, while Dame’s rocket has four petals
with alternate toothed leaves.
How to Control Dame’s Rocket
Cut or pull the plants as soon as the bloom starts to appear, if possible. Dispose of the
blooming rockets by placing them in black plastic bags for the landfill. The seeds are very
long-lived and can number in the hundreds. Killing the seeds by keeping the sealed plastic
bags exposed to the summer sun for many weeks (solarization) is an alternative. The
“cooked” rockets can then be buried where they will not be disturbed.
Source: Lisa Johnson, Commercial Horticultural Agent, University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee/Waukesha Counties.

Dame' rocket. Note the four-petal flowers.
Garden phlox. Note the five-petal flowers.

—Karl Liske

Update on Two of This Year's KEC Grants: Pond Fish and
Food Forest Garden
Here’s the latest on two of the grants KEC awarded earlier
this year.
Fish Have New home in Skeels Pond
Thanks to the staff at the Portage Soil and Water
Conservation District and a Kent Environmental Council
grant, dozens of fingerling fishes were introduced into the
Skeels-Matthews Community Center’s pond to rebalance the ecosystem and help eat the
algae that had taken over the body of water. Bass will be added to pond later. When the fish
are fully grown, visitors can have fun fishing. The grant also paid for dye to help control the
algae and for the addition of some landscaping. The summer season has revealed an
additional pond issue. The Portage Soil and Water Conservation District is trying to determine
the best way to reduce the duckweed and watermeal problem within the scope of the grant
funds allocated.
Haven of Portage County Plants Food Forest Garden
Sixteen volunteers—from organizations including Portage County master gardeners, Open
United Recovery (often referred to as O.U.R. Place), the Kent State University School of
Public Health and the Kent Environmental Council—in late May placed paper, leaf compost
and wood chips on the east side of the Haven of Portage house and planted 30 red Latham
plants (red raspberries) that should begin producing fruit in July. In the front of the house,
the volunteers planted two serviceberry trees, some purple coneflowers and some Monarda
(Bee Balm) flowers. A bed at the south end of the house was enlarged to accommodate 20
strawberry plants and nearby, some pepper plants. On the west side of the house, the
volunteers planted tomatoes. All of the plantings at the house were watered thoroughly to
help them get off to a good start. Now the plants just need sunshine and rain in equal parts.

Thirty red Latham (red raspberry)
plants were planted in the Haven's
food forest garden.

Tomatoes were planted in the
Haven's food forest garden.

Fruit on a serviceberry tree. The
Haven planted two serviceberry
trees in its food forest garden.

The Haven of Portage will share the produce this summer with its volunteers and with Kent
Social Services until the homeless shelter opens in the fall. At that time, shelter volunteers
will plant six grape vines and two pear trees.
—Lorraine McCarty

Randy and Renee's Excellent EV Adventure: Ohio to
Michigan, Then Back Home without Fossil Fuel
Background: Why an Electric Vehicle?
We have been envisioning how to have less
impact on our environment for all our married life
together, now nearly 16 years. Randy has been
mindful of his impact since the 1970s, always
buying energy-efficient cars, driving more slowly
than most, limiting my travel, eventually
eschewing air travel entirely, insulating every
house after purchase, keeping the indoor
temperatures at the edge of comfort. When we
purchased our current house, we realized it was
the opportune time to explore many of the green
technologies we had spent hours researching. We
installed solar panels more than three years ago
with an eye toward buying an electric car. The
payback was even better than we expected. From
mid-February through October, we can
heat/cool/power our home and power our local
travel. In the spring and fall months when the
heating and air conditioning demand is low, we
produce more than we use. We also installed a
heat-pump water heater that functions as a very
efficient means of heating water and doubles as a
basement dehumidifier.

Solar panels, similar to the ones in this
example, were installed on our
home more than three years ago.

Three years ago, we bought our first fully electric vehicle (EV), a used 2013 Fiat 500e,
shortly after the solar panels were installed. The price for used EVs was (and still is) pretty
soft. We found one with 20,000 miles for about $8,000. It was love at first drive. The rush
you get from an EV’s instant torque transforms the driving experience. The 500e is fast, cute
and fun to drive. Even better, it’s cheap to maintain. There are no belts or hoses to consider,
no ignition or fuel system, no exhaust system and no catalytic converter. Because most of
the braking is regenerative (i.e., the energy that normally would have been wasted with
friction-type braking is instead captured and stored in the EV’s battery), brake jobs should be
few and far between. Nationwide, the cost to charge an EV is about half of what you would
pay to fuel internal combustion engine (ICE) per car-mile driven.

. . . vs. gasoline-powered vehicle.
Electric vehicle . . .

The downside to the 500e was the limited range. On good days with warm temperatures and
driving below freeway speeds, we could go 120 miles or so on a full charge. Cold days and
fast driving might bring that range down to around 60 miles. The 500e also lacks fastcharging capability. The fastest we can charge the car is four hours from empty to full at 220
volts. Research has shown that for most people, most drives fall within the stated range of
the car. Anyone with at least two cars and the ability to plug in an EV may want to have one
EV for most typical driving. You will, most likely, enjoy the ride so much that you will dread
having to fire up the ICE car.
A note on charging: One big myth is that you will need to rewire your house or garage to
charge the car. Granted, if you have a long commute, that might be the case. Imagine this
scenario. You come home from work at 6 p.m. and plug the car into a regular 110-volt outlet
(referred to as Level 1 charging) using the cord that comes standard with the vehicle. By 7
o’clock the next morning, you will have gained enough charge to drive about 70 miles. If
your commute is 35 miles or fewer, no problem. Some folks also are able to charge their EV
where they work, so a commute of 70 miles is possible with no need to rewire a home or
garage for a 220-volt (referred to as Level 2) charger at home. Most of the time, a car is
parked and available to charge. If it can be charged when parked, then charge speed is not a
major issue in most cases.
We have been eyeing a longer-range EV since before we bought our Fiat. When the 2017
Chevrolet Bolt came out, it cost more than we were willing to spend. We decided to buy new
for the first time ever because of the great deals Chevrolet had for the leftover 2020 and
2021 models (a great refresh was coming for the 2022 model year of the Bolt). Our car—with
a Costco-member discount and some dealer incentives—cost around $22,000.
The Road Trip: Ohio to Michigan
For a video documenting our trip, click here .
For the text version . . . In June, we took our first long trip, testing the emerging EV DC fastcharging infrastructure and imagining how we might replace lifelong fossil-fuel-based travel
habits with new habits that are sustainable both in terms of energy and our own pace of
living.
Our plan was to drive to Onekama, Michigan, where Renee’s siblings, nieces and nephews
have been gathering for almost 20 years for their annual “Zimsibpalooza” reunion. On the
way there, we planned a stop at Randy’s son and daughter-in-law’s newly purchased home in
Kalamazoo.
We started with a nearly full charge as we
left our home in Kent, Ohio. The battery
range was estimated to be 238 miles to 343
miles, with a projected range of 291 miles.
These projections are based on data
gathered from our driving habits. Because
much of that driving was local, we expected

the range to be close to the 238-mile figure.
We had a fully loaded car with three
passengers and enough paraphernalia to fill
it just about to capacity. We drove down the
interstate at 66 miles per hour while running
the air conditioner. Randy has always been a
slow driver, concerned about fuel usage and
happy to settle into the slower traffic lane.
Plus, we wanted this trip to mimic our typical
driving habits.
The Bolt is packed (stuffed!)
and ready to hit the road.

How did this trip differ from a typical trip in an ICE car?
We travelled 175 miles to the Indian Meadow Service Plaza on the Ohio Turnpike. Pre-EV, we
would have stopped earlier for some fresh coffee, a stretch and a restroom break, but none
of the earlier plazas had both fast-charging stations and good coffee available.
Note: The state of the battery charge is difficult to determine, so the charge information is a bit inexact,
much like the gas tank reading on an ICE car is inexact. We have owned cars that run 100 miles on empty
and currently own a pickup truck that is empty when the gauge says 1/4 tank. Yes, we both have learned
that the hard way. Yes, it took more than one time to learn that lesson. However, now is the time for me to
answer that pressing question we are always asked: ”What is the range of that thing?” So here we go with
the calculations:
Method 1: At highway speeds, the car averaged 4.2 miles per kilowatt-hour (kWh). The battery pack has a
capacity of 66 kWh, so an estimate could be 277 miles, fully loaded at 66 mph with the air conditioner on.
Method 2: We left with 24 of the 25 green bars lit, a 95% charge at the onset, and arrived at our first stop
with 6 bars remaining illuminated, indicating a 30% state of charge. The result is a range of about 269
miles.
Both calculation methods beat the Environmental Protection Agency estimated range of 259 miles and is
consistent with what other users have found. Unless you drive like a maniac, the range of a Bolt usually
beats the EPA estimate.

We were overdue for some time out of
the car, so we plugged into the Electrify
America charging device, took care of
business, stretched a bit and had a picnic
outside the Indian Meadow Service Plaza.
We arrived at the Indian Meadow Service
Plaza with 30% (6 bars) of the charge
left, which would last for about 85 miles.
We charged the battery for 42.07
minutes, gained 31 kWh at $0.43 per
kWh. This got us up to a 74% (15 bars)
charge, which would last for about 215
miles. The cost was $13.76. (Electrify
Compare this cost to the average
electricity rate for a residence in Kent at
$0.0735 per kWh. Ouch!
Note: This was our first experience with a DC fast charger. Here is the breakdown of charging levels.
Level 1: 110-volt air conditioner; depending on the car, around 1 kW to 1.5 kW.
Level 2: 220-volt air conditioner; around 6 kW.
DC Fast Charging: Up to 350 kW.
The Bolt accepts a maximum of only 55 kW, so it does take some time to fully charge the battery. Randy

likes the breaks from driving, and Renee likes her coffee.
We considered buying a Tesla, which can charge up to five times faster and has an extensive supercharger
network, but we prefer a hatchback and the lower sticker price.

So, let’s compare the cost for charging our EV car to the cost of an ICE car. Using this
extremely expensive electricity for the EV car, our fuel cost was $13.76 to cover about 130
miles. The car we replaced was a 2012 Chevrolet Sonic. I would have expected the Sonic to
get about 38 mpg, so it would have used about 3.4 gallons of gas to cover the same 130
miles. At the time of our trip, the price of gas was about $3 per gallon, so a fuel cost for our
ICE car would have been a comparable $10.26. To get to the turnpike charging station, it
cost of next to nothing because our solar panels produce more than we can use in June.
When we sized our solar-panel system, we calculated the energy needed to run our house
and charge an EV on a standard 110-volt outlet at home.
Aside: Here is a great business opportunity. Set up a charging station near an interstate exit. Undercut the
Electrify America price considerably. Offer a great breakfast/lunch/dinner/coffee and a place to stretch one’s
legs.

We drove on to our son’s new house in Kalamazoo, Michigan, just 110 miles up the road. We
arrived with a 35% (7 bars) charge, which would enable us to drive another 99 miles.
We plugged our car into a 110-volt outlet at 12 amps and charged the battery overnight for
15 hours. By morning we had a 60% (12 bars) charge, which would enable us to drive 169
miles.
The next leg of the trip was 51 miles to DeNooyer Chevrolet in Holland, Michigan, and a stop
for breakfast. This was a nice stop. As new Chevrolet owners, the dealership was more than
glad to move a vehicle out of the way and allow us to charge for free at their fast charger
while we enjoyed our first meal of the day.
We arrived in Holland with a 45% (9 bars) charge, which would have enabled us to drive
another 125 miles. We charged the battery for 53 minutes and got up to a 70% (14 bars)
charge, which would enable us to drive 191 miles.

The Bolt gets juiced at a ChargePoint station
at our stop in Manistee, Michigan.

We then drove 117 miles to Manistee, Michigan.
We were close enough to our destination that we
did not need to charge again, but we decided to
top off a bit as we were unsure of the charging
capabilities at our vacation rental. Michigan has
built out its charging network substantially by
using state-funded grants. Nearly all our Michigan
stops were ChargePoint stations. We believe that
Charge Point and General Motors have a deal,
because our car came with a ChargePoint card.
The cost of the juice here was a bit more
reasonable at $0.34 per kWh. We arrived with a
25% (5 bars) charge, which would have enabled
us to drive another 65 miles. We charged for 15
minutes and added 63 miles for $4.57. This
charge got us to a 54% (7 bars) charge, which
would enable us to drive another 145 miles.

When we arrived at the Portage Point Inn in Onekama, Michigan, we asked at the front desk
about the availability of a 110-volt outlet. We were directed to one at a nearby outbuilding.
Score! All of our driving in the coming week would be done without having to pay for more
fuel. We attributed that outcome with having driven mostly two-lane roads, which increased
our average fuel-efficiency rate to 4.4 miles per kWh.
The Road Trip: Michigan to Ohio
We started our return trip with a 90% (18
bars) charge, which would enable us to drive

256 miles. We stopped in Claire, Michigan,
just 98 miles down the road, where we
enjoyed a cup of coffee, took care of some
business and chatted with another Bolt
owner who was taking the opportunity to
fast-charge his vehicle. Be aware, however,
that when the battery of an EV is fully
charged, it charges at a lower power. This is
true for all EV makes and models. The Bolt,
for example, charges at a 55-kW power level
from empty to about 50% full, then tapers
off slowly as it approaches 80%. To promote
longer battery life, all EV batteries are
designed to charge at a higher power when
empty than nearly full.

The circles on this map represent EV charging
stations in Michigan and nearby states.

We arrived in Claire with a 55% (11 bars) charge, which would have enabled us to drive
another 135 miles. We added about 50 miles (to the existing 135 miles), or 12 kWh, for
$3.72.
Making it to our next for-sure stop might have been a bit iffy on that charge, so we decided
to stop after 84 miles in Lansing, Michigan, where we pulled into a local Chevrolet dealer for
some free juice. Here is where we learned an important lesson about fast chargers. Typically,
they are powered from 50 kWh to 350 kWh. This one was powered at only 17 kW, which
means that we added just 17 kWh of energy. Drat. We learned that we need to check the
charging websites, such as Plugshare.com, to know the speed of the fast charger we may
want to use.
We arrived in Lansing with a 35% (7 bars) charge, which would have enabled us to drive
another 89 miles. After 15 minutes of charging and gaining only 17 miles of driving range, we
evaluated our choices. Time for plan B: Find a different charger with a lunch possibility
nearby. We drove east to Perry, Michigan, 22 miles away for a fast charge and lunch, which
worked out great because we were hungry.
We arrived in Perry with a 35% (7 bars) charge, which would have enabled us to drive
another 81 miles. We charged for 32 minutes, enough time for a stretch and lunch break for
us and a substantial load of juice for the Bolt. The cost for this stop was $14.43 for 26.2 kWh,
and we gained plenty of juice (181 miles of driving range) to make it back to the Ohio
turnpike for our next planned stop.
Now came the least pleasant leg of our
journey, which had nothing to do with the
EV. We drove in typical Eastern Michigan
traffic: heavy and fast. Our plan was to get
to the Wyandot Travel Plaza at mile marker
70 on the Ohio Turnpike, which is 129 miles
without stopping.

The route from Southwest Michigan
back to Kent, Ohio.

We made it! We arrived at the Wyandot
Travel Plaza with a 35% (7 bars) charge,
which would have enabled us to drive
another 81 miles. We did our business and
relaxed for a bit as the car charged for 26
minutes on an Electrify America charging
device. We gained 23 kWh at $0.43 per
kWh. We paid $9.89. At these last two stops
(i.e., Perry and Wyandot), the charging went
fast because we were well below 50% full to
start.

When we left the travel plaza, we had a 60% (12 bars) charge, which would enable us to
drive 159 miles, though we needed only 118 miles to get home.

Phew! We made it with plenty of charge to spare. We forgot to document the mileage and
range remaining when we got home. We do know that the total mileage for the trip was
around 1,100 miles. The out-of-pocket cost for charging was $46.37.
Takeaways
Road trips in an EV will be more challenging than driving an ICE car because the
infrastructure is still being built. We would estimate that our time spent charging added an
hour or two beyond our normal stops. A bit more planning is required because there are far
fewer EV charging stations than there are gas stations. Our ICE travel conversation might
have been: “Hey, I am ready for a break.” “Yeah, me too.” “Shall we stop for
coffee/lunch/bathroom?” “Sure, I will have Google find us a place in the next 20 miles.”
Now we plan farther ahead. Our EV travel conversation was more like this: “Let’s grab a
coffee and a stretch break at this charger in this city because there are no amenities at this
other charger.” “Since we will need a big jolt of juice, let’s plan for a leisurely dinner at this
stop. There are several options.” Most of this was done long before we hopped into the car
because the websites we needed to access are a little easier to use than the corresponding
smartphone apps. For us, this was not a huge inconvenience.
All in all, the ability to drive our fast-charge-capable EV was only a bit challenging and a lot of
fun. We felt comfortable that we had multiple charging options along the way. Interestingly,
every time we stopped to charge, someone came up and asked us questions with a strong
sense of curiosity and interest. We hope that our excellent adventure will be a ho-hum
experience as the EV infrastructure continues to grow.
Here is a summary of the data associated with our charging stops, including the type of
charger we use, how many minutes we let the Bolt charge, how many additional miles the
charge gave us, how much each charge cost and the total cost of the charges for the round
trip:

—Randy and Renee Ruchotzke

Environmental Watch
The Washington Post continues to track how President Joe
Biden is unwinding former President Donald Trump’s legacy
while forging his own (successes and failures). Click here to
read the details. If you don’t want to do a deep dive right
now, even a quick scroll through the data newspaper has
compiled about what the Biden administration is attempting
to do will be impressive.
Here's the Biden administration's scorecard as of July 9:
New environmental protections: 22 added and 17 proposed.

Undoing Trump's environmental rollbacks: 36 overturned and 74 targeted.
Of note, Biden met with world leaders for a virtual climate summit to stress the importance of
fighting climate change together and highlight what has done so far. For example, Biden
almost doubled the U.S. target for cutting fossil fuel emissions, and other world leaders have
likewise made pledges to do so. Now Biden is fighting most of the GOP to pass an
infrastructure-improvements bill (which would lead to clean-energy jobs) pending in
Congress. Biden has proposed doubling the funds previously announced for storm preparation
to address an increase in severe weather events and launching a new effort at NASA to better
understand and track the impacts of climate change. This $1 billion in funding is small
compared to the almost $100 billion spent last year for losses from weather-related disasters.
The United States is now 1 degree hotter than it was in 2020 (and 1.7 degrees hotter than
when “normal” was first calculated in 1901 and used until 1930). Climate change also has
made the eastern and central parts of the nation wetter and the western part of the country
drier than a decade ago. The new normal that scientists have been talking about has now
been confirmed by data released by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration on
May 1.
The Environmental Protection Agency reinstated a rule that gives states and Native American
tribes the authority to block pipelines and other energy projects that can pollute rivers,
streams and other waterways within their borders. EPA Administrator Michael Regan said that
the United States has “serious water challenges to address . . . and that he will not hesitate
to correct decisions that weakened the authority of states and tribes to protect the water.”
The EPA also announced that it is thoroughly reviewing its policies and procedures for
assessing the safety of new chemicals before allowing them to be entered into commerce and
that it is making changes to restore policies and realign them with the 2016 Toxic Substances
Control Act so that workers, the public and the environment will be protected from potential
risks. It is great to see that the EPA is back in the business of protecting the public and the
environment!
Of note as well is that both the House and the Senate have approved the reinstatement of
methane rules aimed at limiting this climate-warming gas. The bill went to Biden’s desk in
late June, and he is expected to sign it.
After a ransomware hack on gas supplies, the administration is requiring all pipelines to
increase their cyber defenses, report any cybersecurity incidents to the federal government
and have a cybersecurity coordinator available at all times to work with authorities.
The National Nuclear Security Administration (a semi-autonomous Department of Energy
agency “responsible for enhancing national security through the military application of nuclear
science”) is pushing forward with plans to resume the production of nuclear materials, with a
goal of making 30 plutonium cores per year. Supporters say the cores are needed to ensure
the stability and reliance of the agency’s arsenal given an increase in security concerns. These
supporters note that most of the agency’s stockpile of plutonium cores is 40 to 50 years old.
In addition, Democratic members of New Mexico’s congressional delegation want to see the
billions in federal funding and thousands of jobs that come with the renewed production of
nuclear materials. Watchdog groups, however, have sounded alarms over safety lapses, the
potential for environmental damage, the advanced age of the production facilities and how
the increased production will affect the cost of this expanded nuclear project. The agency
expects to set costs and baselines in 2023 as it reviews the project.
The Post notes that because Biden has promised a “whole-of-government approach to
keeping climate change” front and center, government officials need to pay attention to
potential lapses in this strategy. The newspaper points out that Biden has faced off against
environmentalists at times, especially in court. For example, the Justice Department opposed
shutting down the Dakota Access Pipeline while the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers works to
reassess the project. In another example, Biden defended the Trump administration’s
environmental review of a major drilling project in the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska.
Alas, there has been disappointment along with progress. Let’s keep watching and keep up
the pressure.
Sources: The Washington Post, July 9, 2021; Akron Beacon Journal, April 30, 2021; Akron
Beacon Journal, May 5, 2021; Akron Beacon Journal, May 25, 2021; Akron Beacon Journal,

May 28, 2021; Akron Beacon Journal, July 24, 2021; Record-Courier, May 28, 2021; RecordCourier, June 26, 2021.
—Lorraine McCarty

Blows to the Fossil Fuel Industry Keep Coming
The fossil fuel industry has taken some hard knocks as of
late. Consider these low blows:
A Bad Day for Big Oil
“[It was] an utterly crushing day for Big Oil,” Bill McKibben,
author and founder of the grassroots climate campaign
350.org, said in a May 26 Twitter post reported by CNBC.
Why, you ask? First, Chevron investors demand emission
cuts, then a Dutch court tells Shell to cut emissions by half,
and then Exxon shareholders buck the company and elect
directors demanding climate action. McKibben apparently was not surprised, and maybe was
even a bit gleeful, by the actions taken against Big Oil, saying in the same tweet, “Thanks to
all who fight—you push long enough and dominoes tumble.” (Source: CNBC)
New Fracking Ban Announced
Four of the five members of the Delaware River Basin Commission—including the governors
of Delaware, New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania—voted for the fracking ban. The ban
strikes a blow to the climate-wrecking fossil fuel industry and helps protect the source of
drinking water for 17 million people. (Source: NRDC Voices, summer 2021)
Death Knell Sounds for Keystone Pipeline
Work on the Keystone pipeline officially stopped in June after years of protests and lawsuits.
What a victory! Now activists are urging President Joe Biden to finally stop the Dakota access
pipeline and Line 3, an equally devastating proposal that would carry tar sands oil and could
damage the rice beds that the Anishinaabe people rely of for food, endanger more than 800
wetlands and 200 waterways, and contribute as much pollution as 50 power plants combined.
(Source: Sierra Club email, June 10, 2021)
Death Knell Also Sounds for Washington State Refinery
Backers of the Northwest Innovation Works’ refinery in Kalama, Washington, officially
abandoned the fracked gas-to-methane facility and pipeline proposal. The facility would have
been the largest of its kind in the world. A coalition of environmental groups and a lawsuit led
to denied permits. Community activism plus lawsuits worked! (Source: Earthjustice.org, June
20, 2021)
Large-scale Offshore Wind Farm Gets Final OK
The first large-scale offshore wind farm in the United States, Vineyard Wind 1, received its
final environmental review from the federal Bureau of Ocean Management. Construction
could begin as soon as the end of this year. The wind farm will be located off the coast of
Massachusetts and will provide clean electricity to power more than 400,000 homes. (Source:
Sierra Club Magazine, summer 2021)
Solar Heats Up in California
In the summer of 2011, solar was just 1.6% of California’s electricity mix. In 2020, it was
26.4% of the mix. (Source: Sierra Club Magazine, summer 2021)
Court Nixes Trump Administration Environmental Rollbacks
Some of the biggest environmental rollbacks that former President Donald Trump pursued

have already been struck down in court. His censored-science rule was recently stuck down in
a federal court in Montana and will never go into effect, leaving the best available science to
guide public health policy. And on Trump’s last day in office, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit handed down a decision that crushed Trump’s attempt to repeal the Clean Power
Plan. The Environmental Protection Agency under President Joe Biden now can carry out its
responsibilities under the Clean Air Act to reduce harmful pollution emitted from existing
power plants. (Source: Solutions, Vol. 52, No. 2, spring 2021)
More EV Charging Stations Coming to Michigan
Drivers of electric vehicles in Michigan will have more locations to recharge their vehicles’
batteries as they travel across the state because of $1.7 million in grants from the Michigan
Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy (MDEGLE) for direct-current fast
chargers (DCFCs) along well-traveled routes, which will make it more convenient for drivers
to reach their destinations. The governor is committed to making Michigan’s economy safer,
more equitable and environmentally conscious for all residents. The MDEGLE’s Charge Up
Michigan Program grants partially funded 36 EV DCFC stations for a total of 76 plug-in points
for automobiles and light-utility vehicles. The stations started coming online in 2020.
(Source: Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy)
A Growth Story
“Climate action is . . . the growth story of the 21st century,” according to economist Nicholas
Stern. (Time, April 23/May 3, 2021)
—Lorraine McCarty

Environment in the News
Fires in Several Sites While Heat Broils West
Record-Courier - July 12, 2021
"Fox 8 Morning News," - July 15, 2021

Fires continued to blaze in California, Arizona, Nevada and Oregon as
residents in these states and others in the western part of the country
sweltered amid a heat wave that has produced record-shattering high
temperatures and strained power grids. Two firefighters died an
Arizona plane crash while surveying a small wildfire. Houses have been
destroyed and forests burned. In California, all residents have been asked to reduce power
consumption after a major wildfire in Oregon knocked out interstate power lines, straining
electricity supplies as temperatures in the area soared. Firefighters urged people in fire areas
not to stop and take pictures because doing so impedes the work of firefighters. To give
some perspective, the Bootleg fire in Oregon is about the size of New York City and is not
expected to be under control until November.
Extreme Heat in Western U.S. and Canada
"The Rachel Maddow Show" - June 28, 2021

The temperature in Portland, Oregon, on June 28 was 115 degrees, the hottest ever recorded
in the state. In Salem, Oregon, it reached 117 degrees, and in Seattle, Washington, it was
107 degrees. In nearby Canada, it reached 118 degrees in Lytton, British Columbia, marking
the all-time highest temperature ever in all of Canada’s recorded history. On Interstate 5,
record-breaking high temperatures caused panels of concrete to crumble and turn into dust.
Near the Canadian border, roads were buckling, falling apart and collapsing
How Ohio's Two-Year Budget Will Impact Your Life
Record-Courier - July 4, 2021

Want more fracking in Ohio? You’re in luck. The state’s new two-year 3,330-page budget says
it’s okay for companies to drill for oil and gas on state land. Want to ban the use of plastic
bags in your community? Sorry, you’re out of luck on this one. The budget blocks cities and
other local governments from putting fees on plastic bags or other takeout containers. Once

again, the Ohio legislature has failed to protect the state’s environment. It’s business as
usual.
Undersea Gas Pipeline Rupture Causes Fire in Gulf of Mexico
Akron Beacon Journal - July 4, 2021

Mexico’s state-owned pipeline suffered a rupture and fire in an undersea gas pipeline in the
Gulf of Mexico, causing roiling balls of flame that boiled up from below the surface of the gulf.
Petroleos Mexicanos dispatched fire-control boats to spray the flames. The company said the
fire was brought under control about five hours later.
ODNR Still Hasn't Set Rules on Fracking Waste
Record-Courier - June 25, 2021

Austin Master Services, a hydraulic fracturing and environmental services company in Martins
Ferry, Ohio, is among several companies that have been cited in Ohio Department of Natural
Resources quarterly reports for the improper handling of radioactive waste products. For
AMS, citations have been issued every quarter since 2017. Issues that ODNR inspectors have
found include the storage of radioactive waste directly on the floor of the company’s facility
and not in a container as required by law, a leaking roof that resulted in pools of rainwater
collecting on the floor where overflowing bins of radioactive waste are stored, and waste
loaded onto trucks outside the facility. Unfortunately, the repeated documentation of
problems by ODNR inspectors has not prompted the agency to take action against AMS and
other facilities cited in the quarterly reports. The ODNR claims that the waste is contained—
despite the documented violations in its own reports. To its credit, AMS did implement
remedial actions such as putting some waste into injection wells and adding sand to make
the waste less radioactive. According to John Stolz, director of Duquesne University’s Center
for Environmental Research and Education, those actions were not enough. Stolz notes that
the rules governing industrial oil and gas waste are not as stringent as the rules governing
how he is required to handle radioactive waste in an academic setting. In 2013, the state
legislature directed the ODNR to develop rules for the handling of industrial oil and gas waste
but, to date, the agency has not enacted any rules. The ODNR, however, is not entirely at
fault, given that fracking-waste formulas are proprietary information, and companies are not
required to share the information with the agency or the public. The ODNR also does not
have the power to levy hefty fines against violators on its own and instead must refer the
violations it finds to local prosecutors. Indications are that the agency has never done so. In
all other respects, though, the ODNR is culpable. For example, the ODNR does not notify the
public or allow for public input before it issues permits for fracking-waste facilities. As another
example, the ODNR claims that it does hold companies accountable but has so far not
responded to a request from The Columbus Dispatch for details of such cases. The ODNR
clearly has no rules, no transparency and no accountability.
Protesters Maintain Blockade at Minnesota Oil Pipeline Site
Akron Beacon Journal - June 9, 2021

Protestors maintained a blockade at a pump station in an effort to block the replacement of
an aging oil pipeline that runs across northern Minnesota before it could go into service.
Police planned to release the arrest figures later in the day, but groups estimate a figure of
more than 100.
H.B. 175 Seeks to Remove Protections from Ephemeral Streams in Ohio
Akron Beacon Journal - June 5, 2021

Ephemeral streams are not like other streams that support fish habitat and may flow only
after rain or snow melt. Ohio has 115,000 miles of them. Ephemeral streams are located at
the top of watersheds and therefore can affect water quality downstream. H.B. 175 is an
Ohio bill introduced by Rep. Brett Hudson Hillyer (R-Uhrichsville) and mirrors the standards
put into place by the Trump administration at the federal level. Four hearings on the bill have
been held. The bill would prohibit the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency from issuing
permits for the discharge of industrial wastewater into ephemeral streams. Such discharge
could lead to significant degradation of Ohio’s waterways and affect drinking water in
locations where unregulated discharges are made above underground aquifers. Contaminants
regulated under these permits come from coal plants, plastics and chemical manufacturers,

electric generating facilities, steel manufacturing facilities, and oil refineries. Supporters of the
bill argue that regulations slow down economic development, while the bill’s opponents warn
about the costly removal of pollution and possible health impacts if the issuance of permits is
prohibited. Opponents also argue that the bill seems to run counter to the state’s investment
in the H2Ohio program, which aims to improve Ohio’s water quality for all, and that the
burden of managing increased pollution will be passed on to consumers.
Utica Midstream Conference Recognizes Call for Less Carbon
Akron Beacon Journal - May 22, 2021

While the focus of the 9th annual Utica Midstream Conference in Canton this past May was on
collecting, processing, and transporting oil and natural gas, the harmful effects of global
warming were acknowledged. Presenters noted that concerns about global warming have
spurred efforts to increase the use of wind and solar and oil and gas drilling in Ohio, for many
reasons, has leveled off in recent years. A speaker from Mitsubishi Hitachi Power talked about
the company’s growing efforts to produce hydrogen that can be used as a fuel source. The
company has been working with the Intermountain Power Agency in Utah, which is creating
and storing hydrogen. The speaker noted that hydrogen becomes economical as fuel only
when it can be stored and used as needed, possibly at local midstream facilities where natural
gas is processed. A representative of Marathon Petroleum discussed the possibility of
converting some of its natural gas facilities to hydrogen, while the Williams Companies, with
facilities and pipelines in southeast Ohio, is researching the use of hydrogen as fuel. Emma
Curtis, community outreach specialist for Williams said that the company has developed
programs to collect methane from landfills and dairy farms, is considering the construction of
a solar farm next to one of its processing facilities and is researching ways to combine natural
gas and renewables. “It doesn’t have to be all or nothing,” said Curtis.
New Ford Venture to Build Pair of EV Battery Plants
Akron Beacon Journal - May 21, 2021

Ford and SK Innovation in South Korea formed a joint venture, BluOvalSK, that will build two
factories in North America to manufacture batteries for electric vehicles. The goal is to
produce about 600,000 batteries per year by 2025. Efforts by Ford and other auto
manufacturers to form joint ventures worries United Auto Workers members who believe that
joint-venture arrangements will ensure that nonunion jobs will replace gas engine and
transmission jobs that have fueled the American economy for generations. They want
government electric-vehicle incentives tied to U.S. jobs accessible to unions.
Timken: Wind Turbine Growth Outpaces Market
Akron Beacon Journal - May 19, 2021

As the wind energy sector expands globally, the Timken Company expects to have another
record year in 2021 and is confident of continued growth this sector. As wind-turbine
manufacturers continue to push the limits on performance, designing and manufacturing
bearings for those turbines becomes increasingly complex. Timken expects that its history of
technical problem-solving and engineering innovation and its repair and maintenance
experience will prove to be advantageous well into the future. One example is the use of a
thin-film coating that increases the hardness and wear-resistance of bearings while reducing
friction. The replacement of main turbine bearings with Timken’s wear-resistant bearing also
can reduce maintenance costs, the company notes.
In Natural Harmony
Record-Courier - May 18, 2021

A diverse volunteer group gathered in Kent to dedicate and then create the Thomas-Anderson
Memorial Garden at 1110 Walnut St. in Kent’s Historic South End. The garden is named after
Fred D. Thomas and Ben Anderson. Thomas was the minister of Kent’s Union Baptist Church
for 42 years and played an active role in Kent schools and in creating racial harmony.
Anderson was a successful salesman and the first African American elected official in Portage
County. He spent more than a decade as a member of Kent city council, the Kent Welfare
Board, the Portage County NAACP and Union Baptist church. Anderson also is the late father
of Doria Daniels, a Historic South End activist project leader for the garden. Daniels donated
the land for the community garden, which she sees as a continuation of the South End’s
heritage of bringing diverse cultures together. The garden is funded by donations and support

from the Portage NAACP, the Kent Environmental Council, the Kent Interfaith Alliance, and
many Kent-area businesses. Volunteers of all ages and races started by blocking the grass
with cardboard and then added layers of mulch, manure and finally topsoil to create different
planting beds dedicated to different community elders. These beds will then be planted
between mulched walkways.
Village: Sebring Water Lead Levels Now 'Nondetectable'
Akron Beacon Journal - May 18, 2021

Sebring’s lead crisis in 2016 came on the heels of the Flint, Michigan, water crisis and more
than $1 million in improvements that eliminated the lead problem but left people feeling
skeptical about the quality of the water. Residents complained about the bad of the water
and expressed their anger over a 90% increase in water rates. Then, one sample collected on
September 15, 2020, showed a pH level of 7.93 (the safe level is 7.4 to 7.8), which prompted
city officials to send a warning notice—out of an abundance of caution—to all residences
because of the prior failure to notify residents of the lead problems in a timely manner.
Goodyear to Switch to Soybean Oil by 2040
Akron Beacon Journal - May 17, 2021

Recent studies have shown that petroleum is not as efficient as some people once thought
and is harmful to the environment. Companies, engineers and scientists now are trying to
replace petroleum with plant-based products in an effort to trim costs and respond to
consumer comments. Goodyear Tire & Rubber announced a goal to replace all of its
petroleum-based products with soybean oil by 2040. The company experimented and found
that soybean oil mixes better with the polymers used to create the rubber for its tires and
that the oil freezes at a very low temperatures, thus making it a better choice for all-season
tires. Goodyear has been slowly lowering the percentage of petroleum in its tires and now sits
at 40%. The company hopes to fully replace petroleum with soybean oil by 2040.
Reducing Waste
Time - May 10 & 17, 2021

Because synthetic fibers are in 60% of clothes worldwide, every load of laundry releases an
average of 6 million plastic microfibers into wastewater, with half of these microfibers being
polyester. Therefore, when one of the world’s largest clothing companies, Adidas, pledged to
stop using virgin polyester in all its products by 2024, it was big news. The company’s recent
announcement that it had created two new athletic fabrics—Primeblue and Primegreen—with
100% recycled polyester was perhaps even bigger news. The new products enabled Adidas
to set an industry standard and get ahead of other companies, such as ASICS, which had
pledged to eliminate virgin polyester in its clothing by 2030.
Study: World's Glaciers Melting Faster Than Ever
Akron Beacon Journal - April 29, 2021

Glaciers are losing 30% more snow and ice per year than they did 15 years ago. Almost all
the world’s glaciers are melting, but half the world’s loss of glaciers comes from ice formation
in the United States and Canada. Scientists blame man-made climate change after using
recently declassified satellite data for their calculations. Michael Zemp, director of the World
Glacier Monitoring Service, who was not part of the study, said, “Ten years ago we were
saying that glaciers are the indicator of climate change, but now actually they’ve become a
memorial of the climate crisis.”
Warming Blamed on Polar Shift
Akron Beacon Journal - April 27, 2021

“Melting glaciers around the world—as a result of rising atmospheric temperatures from the
burning of fossil fuels—redistributed enough water to cause the location of the North and
South Poles to move eastward since the 1990s,” said Shanshan Deng, a researcher at the
University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and lead author of a new study on the topic.
Deng noted that the location of the poles is not fixed and unchanging. The peer-reviewed
study was published March 22, 2021, by the American Geophysical Union in it journal,
Geophysical Research Letters.

Prominent Miners' Union Backs Move from Coal
Akron Beacon Journal - April 21, 2021

The United Mine Workers of America issued a statement saying that they would accept
President Joe Biden’s plan to transition to renewable energy in exchange for ensuring jobs for
displaced workers (including 7,000 coal workers who lost their jobs last year.) Cecil Roberts,
the UMW’s president, said that all workers who lose their job because of a transition from
coal, oil, gas or any other fossil fuel should have a replacement job available to them. The
UMW called for significant expansion of tax incentives for renewable energy and a preference
in the hiring of dislocated miners; full funding for programs to plug old oil and gas wells and
clean up abandoned mines; and continued incentives for the development of carbon-capture
and carbon-storage technology.
Amazon to Build More Solar Farms in Ohio
Akron Beacon Journal - April 20, 2021

Amazon announced that it will build nine new renewable-energy projects in the United States,
Canada and Europe. In Ohio, the company is backing the Birch Solar Farm near Lima and
another one in Licking County—which combined will produce 400 megawatts of electricity.
Amazon also is building the Union Ridge Solar Farm near New Albany, which could be up and
running in 2022, and has invested in several other solar and wind projects in Ohio for a
combined total of 1,800 megawatts. These projects are all part of Amazon’s pledge to power
its data and distribution centers with renewable energy exclusively by 2025.
—Summarized by Lorraine McCarty

KEC Membership: Join Today!
We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent
Environmental Council and support our efforts. If you are
already a member, you will be receiving a reminder of
renewal by mail the month before the expiration date for
your dues. Remember, dues are the main source of income
for KEC.
Basic memberships help us maintain communication among
our members for many of our activities. Sustaining,
Organizational and Lifetime memberships enhance our ability to implement our education and
advocacy responsibilities and to have a grant program to encourage innovative environmental
projects.
Membership levels are Student: $5; Golden Buckeye: $15; First-Year Member Special: $25;
Individual: $35; Household: $50; Sustaining : $100; Organization: $100; Lifetime: $500
To join or renew, send your name, address, phone number, email address and check made
payable to Kent Environmental Council, P.O. Box 395, Kent, OH 44240.
To join or renew online with PayPal, click here .

KEC dues are not tax deductible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) status.

Informal Breakfast and Discussion Every Friday
Join us for an informal breakfast discussion every Friday at 8 a.m. You have
two options. A few members have continued to meet at Little City Grill, but
most of us having been meeting via Zoom. To access the Zoom session, click
here . Use the password KEC1970. The password is case sensitive. But note:
There will be an in-person meeting only on the first Friday in August (August
6), which the board decided to do as another trial. The rest of August's meetings will be both
by Zoom and in-person.

KEC Board: Renee Ruchotzke, Chair; Bob Heath, Vice Chair; Brad Brotje , Secretary; Bob Wilson, Treasurer;
Jeff Ingram; Audrey Cielinski Kessler; Chris Mallin; Lorraine McCarty ; Fred Skok ; Ann Ward

Kent Environmental Council
Website: kentenvironment.org
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